
The Eagle Eye Light Flashing Bird Deterrent for Wide Area 

Bird Protection 
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• An optical bird deterrent device recommended and approved by Cape Nature. 

 

• The first bird scaring device to harmlessly re-locate birds successfully from 

unwanted areas such as buildings and structures 

 

• Our Eagle Eye unit disorientates the birds while in flight, with no harmful 

effect to the birds. 

 

• Alleviation of bird infestation can take as little as three months, often much 

sooner. 

 

• Protected range of more than 50 meters horizontally and up to 15 meters 

below the unit in the direction of the sun. 

 

• The Eagle Eye is powered by 12 volts D.C. supplied by a supplied weather-

proof mains transformer or by an optional solar panel.  

 

 

How does it work? 

 
The Eagle Eye is rotating a mirror which reflects very specific bands of 

sunlight into the pigeon’s eyes as they fly near the area to be protected. The 

birds find this very disturbing during flight and hence learn to avoid the area. The 

longer the system is in operation, the better it works. 

 

Since you can only flash light in the approximate direction of the sun from a 

mirror you will need to keep this in mind when determining the mounting 

locations on your building. Your goal is to ensure that sunlight is flashed 

continuously in the area to be protected throughout the daylight hours 

regardless of the sun’s position in the sky. This goal is what will determine the 

number of Eagle Eye units required and their correct placement for maximum 

effect. Ask for our free guide “Placement Guide for Pigeon Control” or for Cape 

Town area customers, we can arrange a site inspection and quote you on how 

many units are required and their correct placement on your building. 

 


